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ABSTRACT 
Taking on the challenge of motivating users to drink water regularly, we designed a smart water bottle 
that can track water intake behavior and inform users about this behavior through ambient feedback. 
We then conducted two studies to explore the bottle's feedback design from the perspective of users 
and designers. First, we conducted semi-structured interviews with 10 prospective users and found that 
they would like to receive personalized, precise, gamified and reminding feedback. Second, we 
conducted a design workshop with 13 professional designers to explore the range of visualizations that 
can be used to give feedback. Analyzing these visualizations, we identified three reminder types 
(augmenting, restoring and balancing) and six visualization styles grouped according to three 
dimensions of ambient displays (representation fidelity, notification level, aesthetic emphasis). In this 
paper, we first explain our water bottle concept along with existing solutions. Then, we report the 
results of these studies. Finally, we discuss the potential implications of the results for our own work 
as well as for designing ambient displays aimed at supporting users' water intake tracking practices. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Hydration has a vital role in our lives. Inadequate water intake leads to physiological and psychological 

problems such as headache, fatigue, infections and stress (Jéquier and Constant, 2010; Palma et al., 

2015; Ritz and Berrut, 2005). Our bodies exhibit self-response mechanisms, like sensing the thirst 

(Greenleaf, 1992) or having a dry mouth, yet these only help in the case of deficiency, thus not reliable in 

keeping a balanced hydration level. Recent studies showed that almost 30 percent of the adults and more 

than 50 percent of the teenagers are inadequately hydrated in the US (Chang et al., 2016a), and more 

than 30 percent of adults are dehydrated in UK (Gibson et al., 2012). This situation provides an 

opportunity for designing interventions to motivate regular water intake. We took up this opportunity to 

design a new water bottle (GROW) for individuals who would like to monitor and regulate their water 

intake behaviour. GROW tracks user's water intake by calculating the change in the water level. Once 

the user drinks water from the bottle, it gives ambient feedback about the user's progress towards his or 

her daily water intake goal via a tree image that appears on its surface (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1. Grow water bottle concept 

We then conducted two studies to explore the ambient feedback design from the perspective of users 

and designers. First, we conducted semi-structured interviews with ten prospective users (office 

workers who might forget to drink water regularly due to heavy workload and busy schedules) to 

gather their insights about the concept. As a result, we identified four user expectations: being 

reminded to drink water, tailoring personalized feedback, providing precise feedback, and integrating 

gamification into the feedback design. Inspired by the expectation of being reminded, we redesigned 

our concept. The initial version  had two feedback states. When the user does not interact with the 

bottle, the tree image is dissolved into the bottle surface (idle state). When the user drinks water, the 

tree image becomes partly or fully visible depending on the user's progress towards his or her goal 

(progress state). After the first user study, we added a reminder state where the bottle reminds the user 

to drink water after detecting one-hour inactivity, by showing a partial tree image. Second, we 

conducted a design workshop with 13 professional designers to explore the design space for the 

ambient feedback, i.e., the range of visualizations to give feedback about users' water intake through a 

water bottle surface. We collected 21 visualization designs. We analysed them in terms of how the 

they reflect the three states (idle, reminder and progress) and identified three reminder types framed as 

augmenting, restoring, and balancing. We also look at to what extent they cover the feedback design 

space defined by the dimensions of ambient displays (i.e., information capacity, representation 

fidelity, notification level and aesthetic emphasis) (Pousman and Stasko, 2006). We found that though 

the designs represent various visualization styles across the dimensions, majority of them utilizes two 

types: 1) utilitarian, concrete, and somewhat noticeable, and 2) somewhat aesthetic, concrete, and 

noticeable. In this paper, after presenting the water bottle concept and the results of these studies, we 

discuss the implications of these results for our own work and for designing ambient displays aimed at 

supporting users' water intake tracking practices. 

2 RELATED WORK 

2.1 Existing solutions to support users in monitoring their water intake  

There has been an  interest among researchers in developing solutions that support individuals to 

monitor their water intake. Mug-Tree (Ko et al., 2007), is a mug with an embedded screen that 

measures water intake by using a tilt sensor and gives the data through a virtual tree. Watercoaster 
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(Lessel et al., 2016) uses a weight sensor to measure the change in the water amount, and gives 

feedback via a smartphone app. It provides reminders through the use of LEDs and a companion app's 

notifications. Playful Bottle (Chiu et al., 2009) is a mobile system that uses a camera to determine the 

water intake and gives notifications to the user via a mobile application. Hydroprompt tracks water 

intake by a weight sensor (Neves et al., 2016), and aims to motivate users via prompting historical 

water intake information. It regularly sends notifications to users' computer screen. There are also 

commercial solutions.  For example, Hidrate Spark tracks water intake with its sensor stick extension 

coming from inside of the cap, and provide reminders through the use of LEDs and companion app 

notifications which is also used for reflecting on one's daily hydration habits by quantifying  the daily 

intake (Hidrate Inc., 2018). Thermos bottle allows users to manually track their daily water intake with 

the use of dials or counters embedded on the bottle (Thermos L.L.C, 2018). All of these solutions rely 

on screen-based interfaces (smart phones) and numbers to give feedback about user's water intake.  

2.2 Using ambient displays to support users' self-tracking practices 

Ambient displays provide users with relevant and timely information without taking too much attention 

from their primary task. So far, these displays have been used for various purposes, one of which is to 

track user behaviour and give feedback about this behaviour to support behaviour change. Ambient 

displays that are designed for this purpose represents a rich design space in terms of targeted behaviours, 

feedback techniques, and visualization styles. Previous work has explored the ways of tracking and 

influencing a variety of behaviour including energy and resource conservation (e.g., (Ham and Midden, 

2010; Kim et al., 2010a, 2010b; Maan et al., 2011; Nakajima and Lehdonvirta, 2013; Niedderer et al., 

2014)) physical activity (e.g., (Jafarinaimi et al., 2005; Mateevitsi et al., 2014; Nakajima and 

Lehdonvirta, 2013; Rogers et al., 2010)), responsible smartphone use (Choi and Lee, 2016), and better 

time management (Occhialini et al., 2011). These works also used a variety of techniques to give 

feedback about user behaviour. These include ambient lighting (e.g., (Ham and Midden, 2010; Maan et 

al., 2011; Mateevitsi et al., 2014; Occhialini et al., 2011)), actuated displays (Choi and Lee, 2016; 

Jafarinaimi et al., 2005; Rogers et al., 2010), ambient mirrors (Nakajima and Lehdonvirta, 2013), and 

sonification  (Lockton et al., 2014). In terms of the visualization style of the feedback, while many 

solutions utilized on abstract representations (e.g., (Ham and Midden, 2010; Jafarinaimi et al., 2005; 

Maan et al., 2011; Mateevitsi et al., 2014; Occhialini et al., 2011)), others used iconic representations  

(Ham et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2010a, 2010b), or real-life images or paintings  (Nakajima and 

Lehdonvirta, 2013). Despite these explorations, there has not been an ambient display that tracks and 

gives feedback about user's water intake behaviour. To connect the work on ambient displays with the 

work on supporting water intake through design, we designed GROW, a water bottle that uses its own 

surface as an ambient display to motivate water intake through changes in abstract visuals.  

2.3 GROW: an ambient water bottle concept that tracks and reminds water intake 

GROW tracks water intake via an embedded liquid level sensor, i.e., FDC1004. Once the user drinks, 

it compares her/his current intake to the intake goal. Based on this comparison, it partially or fully 

reveals the white silhouette of a cherry tree. After each sip, if the intake amount is not sufficient to 

reach the user's goal, user only sees the partially revealed branches. If the amount is sufficient, the user 

also sees the leaves (Figure 1). We intentionally designed GROW's feedback to be unobtrusive, not 

distracting users from their daily routines but nudging them towards interaction, since it is an essential 

characteristic of ambient displays (Jafarinaimi, et al., 2005). We used thermochromic paint while 

implementing the tree image, as its colour slowly changes when exposed to heat.  

GROW has some similarities with and differences from existing design solutions (as described in 

section 2.1.) and ambient displays (as mentioned in section 2.2.). While all of the existing solutions 

consist of a water container equipped with sensors and a traditional screen-based display to give 

feedback (Chang et al., 2016b; Hassenzahl, 2008; Hidrate Inc., 2018; Jafarinaimi et al., 2005), GROW 

uses its own surface as a display to give feedback. Furthermore, as stated above, GROW is one of the 

first smart bottle concept that gives feedback about users' water intake behaviour with an ambient 

display. Only example that tracks water intake that uses abstract ambient light to remind to drink 

water, Hidrate Spark (Hidrate Inc., 2018), uses LED based notifications as reminders. However, 

GROW distinguishes by giving feedback about user's overall progress, as well as reminding to drink, 

by using iconic, abstract representations, similar to the work of Kim et al. (Kim et al., 2010a), and 

Ham et al. (Ham et al., 2009).  
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3 USER INTERVIEWS  

We conducted semi-structured interviews with ten prospective users. We recruited them through e-mails 

sent to the university's contact directory and our social media accounts. The participants were knowledge 

workers who work in an office environment. Their ages varied between 26-46 (M=32, SD=5.58). We 

chose this user group as we believe that due to the rush of work-life, employers tend to forget to drink 

water regularly. The interviews concentrated on four themes: participants daily routine as it is related to 

water intake, awareness of the current water intake, insights into our concept and expectations from 

water bottles aimed at supporting their water intake tracking practices. We prepared a video sketch 

(Zimmerman, 2005) to illustrate our concept. This video shows a woman working on an open-office 

desk in front of a computer and drinking water with GROW. After she drinks water and leaves the bottle 

on the desk, a white cherry tree image appears smoothly. We showed this video right after the 

participants shared their water intake practices and daily routines. Interviews took approximately 45 

minutes. We voice-recorded all the interviews, transcribed these to text, and then analysed them through 

qualitative coding (Miles,M.B. & Huberman, 1994) by using interview themes as our analysis scheme. 

We present the participants' overall reactions to GROW and their expectations of the feedback design. 

3.1 User reactions to the GROW concept  

In general, all the participants were very positive about using GROW. They particularly liked the 

surprise effect created by the appearance of the tree image after the user drinks from the bottle. 

Compared to the initial, neutral state of the bottle, the revealing image provided them with rewarding 

feedback. Half of the participants considered this aspect of GROW as a motivator to drink more water 

since it provides playful interaction that relates to fulfilling the task (drinking water) and to receive the 

reward (full tree image). This motivating aspect was consider highly useful because, as participants 

mentioned, they tend to forget drinking water while they are working, and they think that the existence 

of GROW on an office table would serve as a reminder to drink water. 

3.2 User expectations  

3.2.1 Being reminded to drink through notifications 

Participants indicated that a smart bottle should periodically remind them to drink water unless they 

would forget to drink, even if they have the bottle with them. They attributed this to rush aspect of the 

work environment they were experiencing. They also wanted to receive feedback for refilling the bottle 

or refreshing the water inside as they may need to drink more water than the amount inside the container 

to achieve their daily intake goal. They further wished to customize the frequency of these reminders as 

they might be annoying sometimes, such as occasional high-intensity work scenarios that they may not 

want to be disturbed. Another suggestion was about receiving notifications from a mobile app that works 

as a companion to GROW bottle. They stated that since they are regularly checking their phones, during 

both work and rest, this would increase the GROW's ability to remind water intake and track users' 

progress. Note that, based on this expectation, we added a reminder state to our initial concept that 

allows an intermediary feedback state between neutral and success modes to provide regular feedback. 

3.2.2 Personalized feedback  

This expectation was about personalization of the feedback and personalization of the bottle's visual 

appearance. Participants stated that making the bottle and the tree image customizable allows the bottle 

to represent their personalities, e.g., providing colour alternatives or personalizing the image. They 

emphasized that the required amount of water intake might differ according to individual characteristics 

and daily activity. They wished that a smart bottle should be able to calculate this amount, unique to each 

user, by using personal attributes like basal metabolism, height, weight and so on. They also wished to 

receive personalized and practical health-related info regarding the data collected by the bottle. 

3.2.3 More precise feedback 

While designing GROW, we inspired by the principles proposed in the literature (Jafarinaimi et al., 

2005). In these principles, a design intervention which aims to motivate behaviour change should have 

four characteristics: the feedback should be abstract,  non-intrusive, aesthetic and suitable to be viewed 

in a public setting. GROW's feedback (gradually appearing abstract tree image on the bottle's surface) 
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has all of these characteristics. The participants indicated that although this type of feedback allows them 

to have an overall idea about their progress, receiving more precise information would be more 

motivating to drink regularly. They said that having two levels would not be enough to know how much 

water they drank and how much more they need. In this sense, the comments are in line with the idea of 

integrating a companion app alongside the GROW smart bottle, which might be a good way to maintain 

the ambient nature of the feedback whilst providing requested precision through another interface. 

3.2.4 Integrating gamification in the feedback 

Even though the participants appreciated the playfulness aspect of revealing tree image, they thought 

that this aspect could have been further enhanced by using gamification. For instance, they said that 

level-upping or challenging with friends might create additional motivation for drinking water 

regularly. The participants further indicated that seeing the same tree image for a long time might 

reduce its novelty or surprise effect, which might reduce the bottle's impact on sustaining a regular 

water intake habit. 

4 DESIGN WORKSHOPS  

We conducted a design workshop with 13 professional designers to explore the range of visualizations 

to give feedback about users' water intake through a water bottle surface. We recruited six graphic 

designers and seven industrial designers by using authors' designer networks such as mailing lists or 

alumni platforms, and later via snowballing. These designers had various levels of experience. Six had 

0-2 years of experience, 4 had 3-5 years of experience, and 3 had more than five years of experience in 

the field. We conducted remote workshops, allowing participants to work on their own pace and 

environment. We prepared a design brief describing the design challenge along with a template that 

illustrates the tree states of GROW (idle, reminder and progress) with the original tree image. We 

distributed the brief and the template to the participants and asked them to design one or two 

visualizations for three states. We gave them two weeks to complete the challenge and received the 

filled templates via email. We gathered 21 visualizations (Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2. The range of visualizations produced in the remote design workshop 
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We analysed these visualizations in terms of how they change to reflect the three states of the bottle. We 

identified three reminder types which we framed as augmenting (visuals that start with neutral stance and 

reaches positive), restoring (visuals that move from negative to positive) and balancing (visuals that use 

positive and negative visuals variably). Besides, we looked at to what extent the visualizations cover the 

feedback design space defined by the design dimensions of ambient displays. These dimensions are 

notification level (level of interruption to the user), representational fidelity (how the relevant data is 

conveyed) and aesthetic emphasis (visual attractiveness) (Pousman and Stasko, 2006). We did not 

include the information capacity dimension in our analysis since it was kept constant between all 

concepts; they all had visuals giving feedback using three states of visuals. We created a 7-point 

semantic differential scale consisting of 3 dimensions to assess the concepts. The dimensions we used for 

the evaluation were as follows: aesthetic-utilitarian for aesthetic emphasis, abstract-concrete for 

representational fidelity, and unobtrusive-noticeable for notification level. A group of 7 design 

researchers working in HCI field, including authors, were given printouts of designs, in addition with 

keywords and inspirations submitted by designers. Each researcher independently rated concepts 

according to these adjectives. For example, after looking at a visualization in terms of the notification 

level dimension, a researcher gives a number between 1 and 7 where 1 refers to "unobtrusive" and 7 

refers to "noticeable". Then, individual ratings are gathered to measure homogeneity between ratings 

given to each visualization. The inter-rater reliability analysis showed that we had a high agreement 

(α=.86) throughout all dimensions. As a result of this analysis, we created affinity graphs (Figures 6a-6f) 

with each line representing a visualization and identified six distinct visualization styles amongst them. 

Majority of the visualizations fell under 2 styles: 1) utilitarian, concrete and somewhat noticeable, and 2) 

somewhat aesthetic, concrete, and noticeable. We explain these visualization styles along with reminder 

types by showing examples from the workshops. 

4.1 Reminder types 

4.1.1 Augmenting reminder 

In this reminder technique, we can see a direct progression from the idle state to the progress state in a 

linear fashion, and the reminder step is positioned in the middle of this progression. This allows reminder 

step to be a phase rather than a single visual. This progression starts from a graphically and contextually 

neutral idle state, as it proceeds the visual becomes more and more enhanced, thus creating a perception 

of 'development' or 'improvement' from an existing state. Reminder step works as giving a feeling of 

being unfinished, or as if it is working towards progress state. As in the examples (Figure 3), the idle 

state can be a planet in space or a neutral visual pattern, which then becomes enhanced, by settlers 

coming to planet or addition of new graphical units to composition. Thus, the progress state becomes the 

finalization of this enhanced situation, a civilization on a planet or graphically complete composition. 

Especially, if the user drinks water after the reminder step, the transformation from the reminder to 

progress becomes a smooth transition that shows the completion of visuals. 
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Figure 3. Example visualizations for augmenting reminder  

4.1.2 Restoring reminder 

While the augmenting technique focuses on improving upon a neutral idle state, restoring technique 

starts up from a negative state, either contextually or graphically. This way, it gives a 'saving' or 

'solving a problem' connotation to the user. By building upon it and turning it into a favourable 

situation, the progress state is achieved. The negative connotation of reminder step gives the feeling of 

urgency and aims to nudge the user towards solving the problem. Again, reminder state in between 

this linear progression towards betterment, as user drinks water, the problem visual turns into a more 

positive outcome. In the workshop examples (Figure 4), this is visualized by using a drowning man or 

a pattern of dead fish in the idle state. As it moves onto progress state, man gets closer to the surface 

and more fish becoming alive. Progress states depict a success scenario, the man freed from 

underwater and all the fish alive.  

 

 

Figure 4. Example visualizations for restoring reminder  

4.1.3 Balancing reminder  

Unlike augmenting and restoring reminders focusing on change from idle to progress, balancing 

reminder focuses on the change to and from the reminder state specifically. It starts with a neutral state 

as the idle, but when it comes to the reminder, it shows an undesired situation, which becomes a 

positive visual in progress. The undesired situation visual in reminder step can metaphorically relate to 

the effects of dehydration to create a better connection for the user. Aim of these is to motivate the 

user to balance the negative visuals by taking action to create positive ones. These can be observed in 

the examples in Figure 5, as idle state shows a regular person or a basic circle, which becomes a 
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negative visual for the reminder, using both contextual and graphical elements, like colour. In the 

progress state visuals become positive both contextually (fitness) and graphically (green).  

 
Figure 5. Example visualizations for balancing reminder  

4.2 Visualization styles 

As stated earlier, the visualizations generated in the workshop spread across six styles according to the 

dimensions of ambient displays. The first style consists of utilitarian, concrete, and somewhat noticeable 

visuals (n:6) (Figure 6a). The second consist of somewhat aesthetic, concrete and noticeable visuals (n:2) 

(Figure 6b). Looking at how the styles distributed across visualizations, more than half of the concepts 

(n=12) followed these two types. The third type consists of aesthetic, abstract and noticeable visuals 

(n:3) (Figure 6c). The fourth consists of somewhat utilitarian, concrete and unobtrusive visuals (n:2) 

(Figure 6d). The fifth consists of aesthetic, abstract and unobtrusive visuals (n:2) (Figure 6e). The last 

one consists of aesthetic, somewhat abstract and noticeable visuals (n:2) (Figure 6f). 

Looking at the path distribution along each dimension, we observed that although there is an evenly 

distribution in the dimensions of aesthetic emphasis and notification level, the representational fidelity 

dimension is polarized between abstract and concrete. While 14 concepts and three styles 

(visualization style 1,4 and 5) included concrete visuals, 5 concepts and two styles (visualization style 

3 and 5) included abstract visuals. In other words, it appears that designers had a tendency to use more 

concrete visuals to give feedback about water intake behaviour.  

 

Figure 6a (utilitarian-concrete and somewhat noticeable) and Figure 6b (somewhat 
aesthetic-concrete and noticeable) 
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Figure 6c (aesthetic-abstract and noticeable) and Figure 6d (somewhat utilitarian-concrete 
and unobtrusive) 

    

Figure 6e (aesthetic-abstract and unobtrusive) and Figure 6f (aesthetic-somewhat abstract 
and noticeable) 

5 DISCUSSION  

5.1 Integration users' expectations into water bottle design  

In this paper, we presented GROW, a water bottle that can track the user's water intake behaviour and 

inform the user about this behaviour through ambient feedback. We identified four user expectations 

about this water bottle. Throughout our research process, we integrated one of these expectations, i.e., 

reminding to drink water, by modifying the feedback states of the bottle. However, we did not integrate 

other expectations into our bottle design due to various reasons which we explained below. Regarding 

users' expectations of personalization, previous work indicates that personalization has two significant 

benefits for designing ambient displays with persuasive intentions. First, personalized feedback can 

increase the effectiveness of behaviour change strategies (Kreuter and Strecher, 1996). Second, it can 

contribute to sustained behaviour change via enlengthening the product lifetime (Mugge et al., 2005), as 

well as strengthening the bond between the user and the product (Chapman, 2012). These issues were 

also revealed in our interview processes as user insights. However, designing personalized feedback for 

ambient displays that provide information by using non-conventional means (e.g., using thermochromic 

paint on the bottle surface as in our concept) would bring some technical challenges. For example, in 

GROW, revealing the tree visual is achieved by using a heat resistant wire, placed at the backside of the 

thermochromic paint. Thus, it may be neither technically feasible nor realistic to tailor a unique 

thermochromic print for every single user, in the context of a product that can be commercially available, 

depending on their unique needs and desires. Regarding the expectations towards receiving precise 

feedback, the rationale for giving subtle, ambiguous, and unobtrusive feedback was to avoid distracting 

users from their primary tasks and revealing their personal information anonymously in a public space. 

As for the expectations towards utilizing gamification principles into the feedback design, we are aware 

that these principles have been extensively used in technologies that support health behaviour change 

(e.g., (Alahäivälä and Oinas-Kukkonen, 2016; Cugelman, 2013)). The expectations of precise feedback 
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and gamification could be integrated into the bottle by developing a companion mobile app. In such a 

scenario, users would see the ambiguous feedback on the bottle but would access detailed and precise 

information via the mobile app.  The app can provide the features that can be used to implement the 

gamification elements, such as adding users' friends on the map so that they can compete with them or be 

rewarded with virtual rewards after completing a goal (e.g., seven-day stake). Furthermore, this app 

could also complement the ambient feedback in situations when the bottle surface is not visible to users 

(such as in a backpack). 

5.2 Reflections on reminder types and visualization styles in ambient displays 

GROW utilizes augmenting as a reminder type to nudge users to drink water, i.e., no image in the idle 

state, tree branches in the reminder state and a blossoming tree in the progress stage.  In the design 

workshop, we identified concepts using two other reminder techniques: restoring and balancing. Thus, 

with this paper, we expanded our initial feedback design space. Future work might explore how 

different reminder types might influence users water intake behaviour. In addition to that, our analysis 

of visualizations across ambient display design dimensions revealed interesting insights which indicate 

directions for future work. Assessing the concepts along the representational fidelity dimension, 

designers mostly preferred concrete visuals for all the stages, i.e., using a water tap to remind drinking 

water (Visualization styles 1,2,4). This observation is in line with previous work indicating that 

choosing concrete visuals over abstract ones in ambient displays may help users understand the 

relationship between their behaviour and the visual in a better way (Comber et al., 2013). Assessing 

the concepts along the notification level dimension, we observed that designers commonly used 

prominent colours or changes in the shapes to make the shifts between stages more noticeable 

(Visualization styles 1,2,3,6). This is in contrast with the literature indicating that ambient displays are 

generally unobtrusive (Mankoff et al., 2003) as well as with our initial design. This observation 

implies that more noticeable reminders may have an affective role in turning water intake behaviour 

into a habit, rather than unobtrusive reminders. However, this requires future studies to clarify 

effectiveness over unobtrusive reminders on longitudinal basis for behaviour adoption.  

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, we presented a new smart bottle concept aimed at supporting users' self-tracking 

practices of their water intake behaviour through giving ambient feedback. Our aim in this paper was 

to explore the potential of this water bottle concept through 1) a user study examining users' reactions 

towards and expectations from this concept, and 2) a design workshop that led to the exploration of its 

feedback design space. Although there might be some feasibility issues in terms of implementing this 

solution into real life (e.g., users may not place the bottle on a flat surface all the time, or they may 

carry the bottles in a backpack), addressing such issues is beyond the scope of this exploratory study.  

We believe that the user nights, reminder types, and visualization styles presented in this paper would 

inspire designers to envision new products that can support monitoring water intake behaviour and 

motivating a balanced hydration. GROW was initially designed for individuals working in office 

environments who might forget to drink water due to heavy workload. Still, it might be used by other 

user groups like elderly, children and new moms. Thus, we plan to conduct new user studies in the 

future to tailor the feedback design to the needs of different user groups. Furthermore, assessing 

whether the bottle would lead to regular water intake is worth exploring from a behaviour change 

perspective. Since this assessment is beyond the scope of this paper, we plan to address this 

opportunity by future studies.  
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